The molar heat (or enthalpy) of sublimation is the amount of energy that must be added to a mole of solid at constant pressure to turn it directly into a gas (without passing through the liquid phase). Sublimation requires all the forces are broken between the molecules (or other species, such as ions) in the solid as the solid is converted into a gas. The heat of sublimation is generally expressed as \( \Delta H_{\text{sub}} \) in units of Joules per mole or kilogram of substance.

**Introduction**

**Sublimation** is the process of changing a solid into a gas without passing through the liquid phase. To sublime a substance, a certain energy must be transferred to the substance via heat (q) or work (w). The energy needed to sublime a substance is particular to the substance's identity and temperature and must be sufficient to do all of the following:

1. Excite the solid substance so that it reaches its maximum heat (energy) capacity (q) in the solid state.
2. Sever all the intermolecular interactions holding the solid substance together.
3. Excite the unbonded atoms of the substance so that it reaches its minimum heat capacity in the gaseous state.

**Decomposing \( \Delta H_{\text{sub}} \)**

Although the process of sublimation does not involve a solid evolving through the liquid phase, the fact that enthalpy is a state function allows us to construct a "thermodynamic cycle" and add the various energies associated with the solid, liquid, and gas phases together (e.g., Hess' Law).
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Figure 1: The graph below indicates the inclusion of the liquid phase, the graph is merely a representation of how much energy is needed to sublime a solid substance. Recall that sublimation does not include the liquid phase and that the fact that enthalpy is a state function allows us to add the enthalpies of fusion and vaporization together to find the enthalpy of sublimation.

The energies involved in sublimation can be expressed by the sum of the enthalpy changes for each step:

\[
\Delta H_{\text{sub}} = \Delta E_{\text{therm}_{\text{s}}} + \Delta E_{\text{bond}_{\text{solid \rightarrow liquid}}} + \Delta E_{\text{therm}_{\text{solid}}} + \Delta E_{\text{bond}_{\text{l \rightarrow g}}}
\]
Recall that for state functions, only the initial and final states of the substance are important. Say for example that state A is the initial state and state B is the final state. How a substance goes from state A to state B does not matter so much as what state A and what state B are. Concerning the state function of enthalpy, the energies associated with enthalpies (whose associated states of matter are contiguous to one another) are additive. Though in sublimation a solid does not pass through the liquid phase on its way to the gas phase, it takes the same amount of energy that it would to first melt (fuse) and then vaporize.

$\Delta E_{\text{thermal (state of matter)}}$

A change in thermal energy is indicated by a change in temperature (in Kelvin) of a substance at any particular state of matter. Change in thermal energy is expressed by the equation

$$\Delta E_{\text{therm}} = C_p \times \Delta T$$

with

- $C_p=$heat capacity_{(of a particular state of matter)}
- $\Delta T = T_{\text{(final)}} - T_{\text{(initial)}}$

For more information on heat capacity and specific heat capacity, see [heat capacity](#).

$\Delta E_{\text{bond (going from state 1 to state 2)}}$

Bond energy is the amount of energy that a group of atoms must absorb so that it can undergo a phase change (going from a state of lower energy to a state of higher energy). It is measured

$$\Delta E_{\text{bond}} = \Delta H_{\text{(substance \_\text{(phase change)}}} \times \Delta \text{mass}_{\text{(substance)}}$$

in which $\Delta H_{\text{(substance \_\text{(phase change)}}}$ is the enthalpy associated with a specific substance at a specific phase change. Common types of enthalpies include the heat of fusion (melting) and the heat of vaporization. Recall that fusion is the phase change that occurs between the solid state and the liquid state, and vaporization is the phase change that occurs between the liquid state and the gas state. **Note** that if the substance has more than type of intramolecular force holding the solid together, then the substance must absorb enough energy to break all the different types of intermolecular
forces before the substance can sublime.

\[ \Delta H_{\text{sub}} \] is always greater than \[ \Delta H_{\text{vap}} \]

Vaporization is the transfer of molecules of a substance from the liquid phase to the gas phase. Sublimation is the transfer of molecules from the solid phase to the gas phase. The solid phase is at a lower energy than the liquid phase: that is why substances always release heat when freezing, hence \[ \Delta E_{\text{fus} \ (s \rightarrow l)} > 0 \]. Hence, although both sublimation and evaporation involve changing a substance into its gaseous state, the enthalpy change associated with sublimation is always greater than that of vaporization. This is because solid have less energy than those of a liquid, meaning it is takes more energy to excite a solid to its gaseous phase than it does to excite a liquid to its gaseous phase.

Another way to look this phenomena is to take a look at the different energies involved with the heat of sublimation:

1. \[ \Delta E_{\text{therm} \ (s)} \]
2. \[ \Delta E_{\text{fus} \ (s \rightarrow l)} \]
3. \[ \Delta E_{\text{therm} \ (l)} \] and
4. \[ \Delta E_{\text{vap} \ (l \rightarrow g)} \]

Already we know that \[ \Delta E_{\text{bond}} = \Delta H_{\text{phase change}} \Delta m_{\text{changed substance}} \] and \[ \Delta E_{\text{bond}(l \rightarrow g)} = \Delta H_{l \rightarrow g} \Delta m_{\text{gas created}} \]. Hence, \[ \Delta E_{\text{vap} \ (l \rightarrow g)} \] is actually one component of \[ \Delta H_{\text{sub}} \].

Example 1

Consider the sublimation of ice:

\[ \text{H}_2\text{O}_{(s)} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_{(g)} \]

Sublimation can be decomposed involve two steps (assuming no change of temperature, i.e., no heat capacity issues):
• Step 1: The melting of solid water to generate liquid water

\[ \text{H}_2\text{O}_{(s)} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_{(l)} \]

• Step 2: The evaporation of liquid water to generate gaseous water

\[ \text{H}_2\text{O}_{(l)} \rightarrow \text{H}_2\text{O}_{(g)} \]

The enthalpy change of Step 1 is the molar heat of fusion, \( \Delta H_{\text{fus}} \) and the enthalpy change of Step 2 is the molar heat of vaporization, \( \Delta H_{\text{vap}} \). Combining these two equations and canceling out anything that appears on both sides of the equation (i.e., liquid water), we’re back to the sublimation equation:

Step 1 + Step 2 = Sublimation

Therefore the heat of sublimation, \( \Delta H_{\text{sub}} \) is equal to the sum of the heats of fusion and vaporization:

\[ \Delta H_{\text{fus}} + \Delta H_{\text{vap}} = \Delta H_{\text{sub}} \]

Hence, unless \( \Delta H_{\text{fus}} \) is equal to or less than zero (which it NEVER is), \( \Delta H_{\text{sub}} \) must be greater than \( \Delta H_{\text{vap}} \).

Where does the added energy go?

Energy can be observed in many different ways. As shown above, \( \Delta E_{\text{tot}} \) can be expressed as \( \Delta E_{\text{thermal}} + \Delta E_{\text{bond}} \). Another way in which \( \Delta E_{\text{tot}} \) can be expressed is change in potential energy, \( \Delta PE \), plus change in kinetic energy, \( \Delta KE \). Potential energy is the energy associated with random movement, whereas kinetic energy is the energy associated with velocity (movement with direction). \( \Delta E_{\text{tot}} = \Delta E_{\text{thermal}} + \Delta E_{\text{bond}} \) and \( \Delta E_{\text{tot}} = \Delta PE + \Delta KE \) are related by the equations

\[ \Delta PE = (0.5)\Delta E_{\text{thermal}} + \Delta E_{\text{bond}} \]
\[ \Delta KE = (0.5)\Delta E_{\text{thermal}} \]

for substances in the solid and liquid states. Note that \( \Delta E_{\text{thermal}} \) is divided between \( \Delta PE \) and \( \Delta KE \) for substances in the solid and liquid states. This is because the intermolecular and intramolecular forces that exist between the atoms of the substance (i.e. atomic bond, van der Waals forces, etc) have not yet been dissociated and prevent the atomic particles from moving freely about the atmosphere (with velocity). Potential energy is just a way to have energy, and it generally describes the random movement that occurs when atoms are forced to be close to one another. Likewise, kinetic energy is just another way to have energy, which describes an atom’s vigorous struggle to move and to break away from the group of atoms. The thermal energy that is added to the substance is thus divided equally between the potential and the kinetic energies because all aspects of the atoms’ movement must be excited equally.

However, once the intermolecular and intramolecular forces which restrict the atoms’ movement are dissociated (when enough energy has been added), potential energy no longer exists (for monatomic gases) because the atoms of the substance are no longer forced to vibrate and be in contact with other atoms. When a group of atoms is in the gaseous state, it’s atoms can devote all their energies into moving away from one another (kinetic energy).
Practical Applications of the Heat of Sublimation

The heat of sublimation can be useful in determining the effectiveness of medicines. Medicine is often administered in pill (solid) form, and the substances which they contain can sublime over time if the pill absorbs too much energy over time. Often times you may see the phrase “avoid excessive heat on the bottles of common painkillers (e.g. Advil). This is because in high temperature conditions, the pills can absorb heat energy, and sublimation can occur.

Practice Problems

1. If the heat of fusion for H\(_2\)O is 333.5 kJ/kg, the specific heat capacity of H\(_2\)O\((l)\) is 4.18 J/(g*K), the heat of vaporization for H\(_2\)O is 2257 kJ/kg, then calculate the heat required to convert 1.00 kg of H\(_2\)O\((s)\) with the initial temperature of 273 K into steam at 373 K. **Hint:** 273 K is the solid-liquid phase change temperature and 373 K is the liquid-gas phase change temperature.

2. Using the information given in question one, calculate the heat of sublimation for 1.00 mole H\(_2\)O when the initial temperature of the solid is 273 K. **Hint:** molar mass of H\(_2\)O is ~18.0 g/mol or 0.018 kg/mol.

3. Using the information given in question one, calculate the heat of sublimation for 1.00 kg H\(_2\)O when the initial temperature is 200 K. The specific heat capacity for H\(_2\)O\((s)\) is 2.05 kJ/(kg*K).

4. If the heat of fusion for Au is 1.24 kJ/mol, the specific heat capacity of Au\((l)\) is 25.4 J/(mol*K), the heat of vaporization for Au is 1701 kJ/kg, then calculate the heat of sublimation for 1.00 mol of Au\((s)\) with the initial temperature, 1336 K. **Hint:** 1336 K is the solid-liquid phase change temperature, and 3081 K is the liquid-solid phase change temperature.

5. If the heat of sublimation for Cu at 3081 K is 313.3 kJ/mol, the specific heat capacity of Cu\((l)\) is .0245 kJ/(mol*K), the heat of vaporization for Cu is 300.3 kJ/mol, then calculate the heat of fusion at 1356 K for 1.00 mol of Cu\((s)\) with the temperature (**Hint:** 1356 K is the solid-liquid phase change temperature, and 3081 K is the liquid-gas phase change temperature).

Solutions

1. Break the evolution down into the constituent steps:
   - Melting of 1 kg of H\(_2\)O (ice) at \(T_1=273\; K\): \((333.5\; kJ/cancel[kg])(1.0\; cancel[ kg])= 333.5\;kJ\]
   - Heating up 1 kg of H\(_2\)O (water) from \(T_1=273\;K\) to \(T_f=373\;K\): \([(1.0\; cancel[ kg])(4.18; cancel[J]/cancel[g]cdot K)cdot(1000\;cancel[g]/1\;cancel[kg])cdot(1\;kJ/1000\;cancel[J])]=418\;kJ\]
   - Boiling 1 kg of H\(_2\)O (water) into vapor: \((2257\;kJ/cancel[kg])(1.0\; cancel[kg])= 2257\;kJ\]

2. \(\Delta H_{(sub)}\) for 1 mol H\(_2\)O (at \(T_i=273\)K) = (30008.5 kJ/kg)(0.018 kg/mol) = 54.153 kJ/mol

3. \(\Delta H_{(sub)}\) for 1 kg H\(_2\)O (at \(T_i=200\)K) = 30008.5 kJ/kg + (2.05 kJ/K*kg)(1.0kg)(273-200K) = 3158.15 kJ/kg

4. \(\Delta H_{(sub)}\) for 1 mol Au (at \(T_i=1336\)K) = (1.24 kJ/mol)(1mol) + (.0254 kJ/mol*K)(3081-1336K) + (1701 kJ/kg)(0.197 kg/mol) = 380.66 kJ/mol

5. \(\Delta H_{(fus)}\) for Cu (at \(T_i=1356\)K) = 337.8735 kJ/mol - (0.0245 kJ/mol*K)(2839-1356K) - (300.3 kJ/mol)(1mol) = 1.24 kJ/mol
Footnotes
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